
A STATISTICAL DISCUSSION ON CONDUCTING A SURVEY IDENTIFYING

PROBABILITY SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT FOR

In this section, we consider how to go about conducting a survey. Probability sampling occurs when the researcher can
specify the probability that each . Although there are methods for statistically correcting for nonresponse bias, they are .
Discussion: If possible, identify an appropriate sampling frame for each of the.

How: A stratified sample, in essence, tries to recreate the statistical features of the population on a smaller
scale. Systematic random sampling. Then, I took a compass. Population parameter. Most psychological
research involves nonprobability sampling. The individuals recruited by the seeds constitute wave 2.
Stratification is the process of dividing members of the population into homogeneous subgroups before
sampling. Members of the target population recruit other members of the population for the survey. Survey
respondents are observed over a period of time ranging from months to even decades to observe any changes
in them or their attitude. In his view, the argument that such studies can be used for measuring associations
needs to be treated with due caution and evaluated. Common values of this critical level are 0. The question
remains who sees that ad and, critically, who is going to click on it. For example, let's say that the population
of clients for our agency can be divided into three groups: Caucasian, African-American and
Hispanic-American. These circles were used to estimate the relative density of MSM, separately for black and
white men. Let's say we still want to take a sample of from the population of clients over the past year. These
days, we tend to use computers as the mechanism for generating random numbers as the basis for random
selection. That information gave me everything I needed to draw the sample. Diversity Ensuring diversity of
the sample is a tall order, as reaching some portions of the population and convincing them to participate in
the survey could be difficult. Suppose that, once again, we had stratum A and stratum B, but we know that the
individuals assigned to stratum A were more varied with respect to their opinions than those assigned to
stratum B. Examples of probability sampling for rare populations include screening, oversampling clusters and
households, and network sampling. Given that most sampling frames take the form of computer files, random
sampling is more likely to involve computerized sorting or selection of respondents. How can multiple
methods for surveying a population be used? Invited discussant Krista Gile University of Massachusetts
Amherst summarized the strengths and weakness of the approaches presented. She noted that frequently there
is no clear or practical way to use probability sampling approaches for rare, hard-to-reach groups for two main
reasons. Depending on the strategy, they could either be asked to provide survey information or contact
information about the siblings. For example, if an ice-cream truck has a jingle that can be loudly heard, people
start understanding which ice-cream truck is in the neighborhood and how far it is from the location of the
person in question. In general, in-person interviews have the highest response rates, followed by telephone
surveys, and then mail and Internet surveys. This survey was conducted on the web. Stratifying wouldn't solve
that problem either. Test Your Understanding Problem An auto analyst is conducting a satisfaction survey,
sampling from a list of 10, new car buyers. Most of the commonly used types, are: Cross-tabulation:
Cross-tabulation is one of the simplest statistical analysis tool that uses a basic tabulation framework to make
sense of data. At each selected point on a grid, Delaney determined the radius of a circle, centered on himself,
that would contain 50 sex-seeking men. How: The entire process of sampling is done in a single step with each
subject selected independently of the other members of the population. In situations like this, it means some
chains are very short. Surveys come in many different forms and have a variety of purposes, but they have
common underlying characteristics. Using random numbers, sampling points are chosen within each square.
The following websites are among those that offer free accounts. In online sampling, the website of interest
and clicking on an ad are the two distinct features. H1: There is a difference between the proportions of
housewives aware of the brand, before and after the campaign, or b. Your interviewers are going to have a lot
of traveling to do. It is imperative that researchers discuss these limitations and maintain transparency about
the procedures followed while selecting the sample so that the results of the survey are seen with the right
perspective.


